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The ideal subject of totalitarian rule is not the 
convinced Nazi or the dedicated communist, but 
people for whom the distinction between fact and 

fiction, true and false, no longer exists.” 
~ Hannah Arendt ~ 

 

Canada 
Trudeau Foundation Donation From China Was 
Never Returned & Reason Given For Resignations 
Was Dishonest According To New Report 

There is something almost fitting about the Trudeau Foundation falling into 
chaos because they refused to hold an independent investigation of a 
donation from China at a time when a Prime Minister named Trudeau is 
refusing to hold an independent investigation of China’s election 
interference. It seems that everything linked to Trudeau becomes known 
for dishonesty, deception, and dysfunction, something we can see all 
around us in our declining country 

https://spencerfernando.com/2023/04/12/trudeau-foundation-donation-
from-china-was-never-returned-reason-given-for-resignations-was-
dishonest-according-to-new-report 
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Gerald Butts Tried Blaming The Globe & Mail For 
The Chaos At The Trudeau Foundation.  

Trudeau & Butts show a complete refusal to take any responsibility for the 
consequences of their actions and the policies they implement. Instead, the 
blame is always cast elsewhere. Everything that they are doing looks like 
desperation. They could just support a full independent public inquiry, but 
instead they’re attacking those who dare to ask for the truth. This makes it 
abundantly clear that as long as Trudeau remains in office, Canada’s 
democracy and our cherished institutions are in grave danger. 

https://spencerfernando.com/2023/04/12/gerald-butts-tried-blaming-the-
globe-mail-for-the-chaos-at-the-trudeau-foundation-it-took-less-than-a-
day-for-that-narrative-to-collapse 

Poilievre sends letter to “special rapporteur” 
Johnston, questions his objectivity 
In a short letter sent to Johnston and made public through Twitter, 
Poilievre asked the “Special Rapporteur” appointed by Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau how he will investigate the Trudeau Foundation – of which 
Johnston was a member – and their acceptance of an alarming $200,000 
donation from a businessman connected with the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP). “Explain this,” says Poilievre. “How will you investigate Beijing’s 
donation to the Trudeau Foundation when you were part of the Trudeau 
Foundation?” 

https://tnc.news/2023/04/12/poilievre-johnston-objectivity/ 

Trudeau Foundation Says It’s Launching 
Independent Review of Chinese Donation 
 
The foundation announced the move in an April 12 statement a few hours 
after La Presse reported that the donation had not been returned as 
previously claimed, leading to an internal crisis and the resignation of the 
leadership team. “Following a unanimous consensus reached by the Board 
prior to its dissolution, the Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation is launching an 
independent review of its acceptance of the donation with a potential 
connection to the Chinese government”. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/trudeau-foundation-says-its-launching-
independent-review-of-chinese-donation_5190782.html 
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Alberta Law Firm Prepares Class-Action Lawsuit 
Against Feds Over COVID Vaccines 
 
An Alberta law firm is preparing a class-action lawsuit against the Canadian 
government and pharmaceutical companies for the harm it says COVID-19 
vaccines and vaccine mandates caused to Canadians. “This lawsuit will 
allege, not surprisingly, that the vaccines should not have been approved 
by the government, that they are not safe, and that they’re causing 
significant injury and death to Canadians,” said Leighton Grey, a senior 
managing partner at Grey Wowk Spencer LLP. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/alberta-law-firm-prepares-class-action-
lawsuit-against-feds-over-covid-vaccine_5158007.html 

‘Looking At’ Seizing Control Over Western Canada’s 

Natural Resources 

Last week, two things happened that could have profound impacts on 
natural resources development in Saskatchewan. One is a hint the federal 
government might want to take control of natural resources away from the 
provinces, and the other is the Saskatchewan government’s assertion that 
it’s not going to happen. And now, Premier Scott Moe is up in arms about 
comments made by the federal justice minister about this very thing, as is 
Alberta Premier Danielle Smith. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/looking-at-seizing-control-over-western-
canadas-natural-resources_5186264.html 

Prairie Premiers Ask Trudeau to ‘Immediately 
Retract’ Minister’s Remarks on Natural Resources 
Agreement 

“The federal government cannot unilaterally change the Constitution. It 

should not even be considering stripping resource rights away from the 

three Prairie provinces,” said the joint statement of Saskatchewan Premier 

Scott Moe, Manitoba Premier Heather Stefanson, and Alberta Premier 

Danielle Smith. “The prime minister needs to immediately retract these 

dangerous and divisive comments by his justice minister.” 
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Lametti said the focus of the federal government is to “co-develop an 

action plan with Indigenous partners that will show the path we must take 

towards aligning federal laws and policies with UNDRIP.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/prairie-premiers-ask-trudeau-to-distance-

feds-from-justice-ministers-remarks-on-resource-jurisdiction_5187750.html 

Peterson tells Alberta to separate rather than 

forfeit resource development 

Prairie provinces have full control over resource development as enshrined 
in the 1930s Natural Resource Transfer Agreement — which federal Justice 
Minister David Lammetti said he would look at rescinding earlier this week. 
In response, Peterson told Alberta Premier Danielle Smith to separate, if 
necessary.  “Reject. Rebel. Separate if necessary,” Peterson wrote on 
Twitter.  

https://tnc.news/2023/04/12/peterson-alberta/ 

Supreme Court’s Decision Will Hurt Patients in 
Canada 
 
Recently, the Supreme Court of Canada announced it was not willing to 
hear an important health-care court case. Patients should know, the court’s 
decision is anything but good news. Canada is now in a position where the 
Supreme Court has awarded Quebecers more health-care rights than the 
rest of the nation. At the same time, the highest court in the land has 
signalled that it has no plans to change this disparity. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/supreme-courts-decision-will-hurt-
patients-in-canada_5177967.html 
 

Quebec Muslim leaders ‘outraged’ over school 
prayer room ban as part of province’s secularism 
policy 

Amira Elghawaby, Trudeau’s “Islamophobia czar,” aroused fury when she 
stated about Quebec, due to its Bill 21 that bans the hijab (and other 
religious symbols) while on the job: “Unfortunately, the majority of 
Quebecers appear to be swayed not by the rule of law, but by anti-Muslim 
sentiment.” 
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Christianity has long been shown the door in the public school system 
across Canada and the US, despite its role in the foundation of both 
countries. If anyone was justified in making noisy protests, it would be 
Christians, who promote peace even in the face of insult. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2023/04/quebec-muslim-leaders-outraged-
over-school-prayer-room-ban-as-part-of-provinces-secularism-policy 

Justin and Jagmeet’s “Safe and Effective” Covid-19 
“Vaccines” have now killed 100,000 Canadians 

Dr William Makis, an eminent Alberta-based cancer physician, provides 
more evidence of how Justin and Jagmeet and their Liberal and NDP 
cohorts collaborated to kill 100,000 Canadians and vaxx-injure many times 
that number. Justin made millions from his financial interest in a BC 
company that made a key ingredient in the toxic Covid-19 “vaccines”. 
They’re killing our kids! Nuremberg 2.0! 

https://allanmacrae.substack.com/p/justin-and-jagmeets-safe-and-effective 

Quebec Conservative Party says child drag shows 
should not take place in public libraries 

“Drag queens should not, under any circumstances, face violent insults, 
intolerance and hatred for their participation in children’s storytelling,” said 
the motion adopted by the province’s legislature. When asked about the 
motion in a press conference last week, Duhaime, who is openly gay, said 
public funds should not go towards such events. 

https://tnc.news/2023/04/11/quebec-conservative-drag-shows/ 

 

Canadian students REJECT drag queen event at 

high school 

Despite what radical LGTBQ activists and the legacy media claim, many 
Canadians are very uncomfortable with drag queens dancing in front of 
students. This was clear today in Toronto as students protested a drag 
queen event. Protest organizer Josh Alexander said his organization takes 
issue with the fact that kids are being indoctrinated in the education 
system with gender ideology. 

https://tnc.news/2023/04/12/students-reject-drag-queen-event/ 
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C3RF Update, 14 Apr 2023 – Course correction 
 
This week's update continues the deep dive into Canadian constitutional 
problems that have been exacerbated by three years of Wuhan virus 
pandemic measures. The plot thickens as the ruling class continues to 
thumb its nose at the concept of Charter-guaranteed individual rights and 
freedoms and now moves to curtail the language rights of certain citizens 
through Bill C-13 (An Act to Amend the Official Languages Act). Is their 
hubris endangering a strong and free Canada? 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-14-apr-2023-
course-correction 
 

 
 

“Educating Global Citizens” (K-12?) 

Call it what you may: Communism; Fascism; or Marxism, but the ultimate 
goal is the destruction of western civilization as we know it. A critical part 
of the Global Agenda is reliant on indoctrinating our children through the 
education system (pre-school to post-graduate) to produce compliant 
Marxist soldiers to carry the Globalists’ plan into the future. Children are 
being taught to hate themselves, their parents, their country and anyone 
else who does not agree with the ingrained social justice ideologies. 

https://action4canada.com/educating-global-citizens-or-canadian-citizens/ 
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Covid-19 Updates 
Vision Impairments in Patients After COVID-19 

Vaccination, Doctors Caution Possible Risks 

New Hampshire state Rep. Mike Belcher, a Republican, has been suffering 
from ocular migraines for almost two years. He took his first Pfizer COVID-
19 mRNA immunization in April 2021, and things haven’t been the same 
since. About 12 hours after the shot, Belcher recalled developing symptoms 
of severe flu. Neurological symptoms manifested in a matter of days. One 
unusual symptom stood out: His vision became strange. He started to 
notice that the red and green color balance in his eyes would shift, and 
dark spots would appear in his field of vision. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/doctors-seeing-ocular-adverse-

events-after-covid-19-vaccination-caution-possible-risks_5047558.html 

The Great Reset 
Everything you need to know about BlackRock, the 
company that owns the world 

BlackRock is one of the most powerful organizations in the world, and its 
nefarious role in global economics and politics is becoming more apparent. 
The investment giant is pushing woke politics in the form of corporate 
social credit scores (ESG), which includes the dangerous “net zero” and 
LGBT agenda. BlackRock is also responsible for rigging the financial 
systems and has control over a significant portion of the world’s wealth. 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/everything-you-need-to-know-about-
blackrock-the-company-that-owns-the-world 

Bill Gates Opposes Pausing AI Development, 

Reveals Different Plan 

Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates has issued his first public remarks in 
response to a proposal endorsed by Elon Musk and scores of artificial 
intelligence experts who demanded an urgent pause to the development of 
advanced forms of AI due to “profound risks to society and humanity.” 
Gates told Reuters in an interview that calls to pause the development of 
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AI won’t “solve the challenges” ahead, that a stoppage would be hard to 
implement globally, and that the rationale for doing so isn’t clear. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/bill-gates-opposes-pausing-ai-

development-reveals-different-plan_5173728.html 

Central Bank Digital Currencies: Funny Money That 
Will Destroy What Is Left of Private Property, Free 
Markets, and Personal Liberty 

Even when you have followed every law to the letter and paid every fee to 
the cent, there is still no guarantee that government agents will not later 
invoke eminent domain laws to swipe what you own because they believe 
they can use your private property more fruitfully for the "public good" – 
and, since Kelo v. New London, even for someone else's private good. So 
much for private ownership. While Klaus Schwab may desire a future 
where Westerners find happiness in owning nothing, those who value 
liberty know that personal ownership and the unfettered exchange of 
goods, services, and ideas remain the bedrock of those free nations that 
refuse to be enslaved. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/19553/central-bank-digital-currencies 

 

The coming globalized digital money system just 
got the endorsement it needed to proceed as the 
replacement for fiat paper currencies 

I have been warning for more than two years that the global beast system 
will be fully in place when we see the globalists succeed at implementing 
two key components: A global digital ID for all people and a new form of 
global digital money that will be designed to replace cash.They have been 
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racing toward reaching each of these two goals and 2023 may be the year 
they succeed, although that still remains to be seen. 

https://leohohmann.com/2023/04/14/the-coming-globalized-digital-money-

system-just-got-the-endorsement-it-needed-to-proceed-as-the-

replacement-for-fiat-paper-currencies/#more-13498 

Big Tech & The Media 
A Tale of Two Online Giants: Wales’ Wikipedia vs. 

Elon’s Twitter. 

The sheer audacity of it all is breathtaking. For years, the mainstream 
media lied about Trump-Russia collusion, thereby destroying Trump’s 
presidency; later, they covered up the truth about the laptop, thereby 
ensuring Biden’s election. In both cases, Wikipedia echoed the official 
falsehoods, branding any hint of dissent as right-wing agitprop and 
“conspiracy theories.” But even now, with the facts on the table, the media 
that pushed those fictions are still identified by Wikipedia as “reliable” while 
the media that reported the facts are still categorized as untouchable. Even 
the New York Post, which broke the laptop story, remains in Wikipedia’s 
doghouse. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/a-tale-of-two-online-giants/ 

Islam 
Islamic countries are buying out UN agencies to 
promote Sharia globally 

The advance of Islam into the UN has been an insidious process of the 
stealth jihad, and the ongoing process of its buyout is being credulously 
aided by America, which gives the single largest annual donation to the 
UN. The process of global Islamic growth and virtual takeover of the UN 
was started long ago, while the West sank into apathy, laziness, and 
established an anything-goes ethic, all while abandoning its history, 
culture, strength, and succumbing to the red-green axis with little 
resistance. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2023/04/islamic-countries-are-buying-out-un-
agencies-to-promote-sharia-globally 
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UK: 19 suspected jihadis, including five linked to 
ISIS, living in taxpayer-funded hotels after 
crossing the Channel 

Five of the known terror suspects who arrived last year are Iraqi, five are 
Iranian, four are Afghan, four are from Somalia and one is Libyan. Of the 
seven under active investigation, five are linked with Islamic State (Isis) or 
its offshoots. But the Government is powerless to remove any of the 19, 
because they face a risk of torture or ill-treatment in their home countries. 
This is a nation in its death throes. When it is more concerned about the 
rights and safety of people in other countries than of its own people, what 
future can it have? Britain is finished. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2023/04/uk-19-suspected-jihadis-including-
five-linked-to-isis-living-in-taxpayer-funded-hotels-after-crossing-the-
channel 

Why Confront Islamism? 

Why confront Islam(ism)? Because if we don’t it will continue to get more 
extreme. This is not Islamophobia, as many Muslims and their apologists 
protest.  A phobia is a baseless irrational fear. Detestation of Islamism, the 
violent form of Islam, is based on irrefutable facts and it is not only rational, 
but it is also ethically imperative. It is a virtue to take action to oppose the 
hateful, and vice to ignore it. It is a virtue to hate tyranny, misogyny, 
discrimination of all sorts, oppression, and all manners of violations of the 
legitimate rights of the individual and people. 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/why-confront-islamism/ 
 

In Oxford, England continues to reshape itself as a 
Muslim country 

The latest news from England’s rejection of her Christian past is that 
Magdalene, rather than celebrating St. George’s Day, in honor of England’s 
patron saint, will be celebrating Eid al-Fitr, the holiday marking the end of 
Ramadan. In an email sent out to students obtained by the broadsheet, the 
vice president of the college, Professor Nick Stargardt invited students and 
guests to “celebrate Eid with a festive dinner in the Hall,” and said that 
“the meal will follow Muslim customs: the meat dish will be halal and no 
alcohol will be served”. 
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https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/04/in_oxford_england_contin
ues_to_reshape_itself_as_a_muslim_country.html 

 

The Environment 
 
Climate Change Alarmism Is a Lie that Must Stop 

Since 1992, global CO2 emissions have continued to rise, with China 
opening an average of two new coal-fired power plants a week. Do we 
really believe that China, Russia and India will let the West dictate their 
economic conditions and CO2 emissions? Meanwhile, as they grow, they 
are doubtless happy to see the West hobbling itself by persisting in efforts 
to reduce its own emissions.  

The lesson of all this is simple: Future generations will judge us harshly for 
allowing extremist environmental activism to enfeeble us in the West, while 
a hostile East – China, Russia, North Korea and Iran -- continue to advance 
their industrial and military capabilities. Instead of trying to fight 
CO2 emissions, we would do better to invest in researching ways to make 
reliable supplies of energy both cleaner and less expensive so that 
everyone -- by choice -- will rush to use them. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/19580/climate-change-alarmism 

The Energy Transition Is a Delusion Indeed 

The “energy transition” continues to receive thunderous applause from all 
the usual Beltway suspects, an exercise in groupthink fantasy amazing to 
behold. They are expensive, unreliable, and deeply problematic 
environmentally in terms of toxic metal pollution, wildlife destruction, land 
use massive and unsightly, emissions of conventional pollutants, and in a 
broader context large and inexorable reductions in aggregate wealth and 
thus the social willingness to invest in environmental protection. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-energy-transition-is-a-delusion-

indeed_5164116.html 

Documents Show Norfolk Southern Prioritized 
Climate Activism Over Railway Safety 
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Norfolk Southern Railways devoted approximately 5 percent of its 2021 
expenditures to ESG climate activism, shorting essential programs like rail 
safety, a review of Norfolk Southern documents reveals. The revelations 
that Norfolk Southern prioritized ESG climate activism over rail safety occur 
at the same time Norfolk Southern refuses to reimburse the people of East 
Palestine, Ohio, for their health problems, lost homes, and destroyed lives 
resulting from the February 3 catastrophic train derailment and toxic 
chemical spill. 

https://townhall.com/columnists/jamestaylor/2023/04/09/documents-
show-norfolk-southern-prioritized-climate-activism-over-railway-safety-
n2621675 

The US is greening itself toward more dependence 
on China 

Over the last several decades, “Beijing has held an iron grip on the world’s 
supply chain for rare earth elements” required for green energy 
technology. “Energy security is national security,” Krach says. “Wars are 
begun and they’re lost because of energy. From a national security 
standpoint, the United States can’t go from energy independence to 
dependence on China. That’s dangerous.” 

https://thespectator.com/topic/us-greening-itself-dependence-china 

LGBTQ 
Stop The Hate Crimes being committed against our 

children, a la Mengele 

I never want to see another gay flag – ever. I am done with 
LGBTQ2+C3PO blah blah blah. The Gay Pride people have destroyed the 
beauty of the rainbow. I now hate rainbows, a gift from God to tell us He 
loves all of us and that all life is sacred. Perhaps we are at end times. We 
are sacrificing our children on the altar of malignant morality and malignant 
normality.  To what end? The destruction of our western culture? The 
death of God: the God who tells us to choose life for us and our children? 

https://dianebederman.com/stop-the-hate-crimes-being-committed-

against-our-children-a-la-mengele/ 
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Riley Gaines and the return of the medieval witch-
hunt 

What has been the response to Ms. Gaines’ scientifically correct 
observation that male bodies enjoy certain advantages over female bodies 
in sports that require strength and speed? To her perfectly legitimate 
request that only women — real women; adult human females — be 
allowed to compete in women’s sport?  She’s been monstered. She’s been 
branded a bigot. She’s been damned as a witchy transphobe. This gross 
and sexist intolerance of Gaines’s pro-women, pro-science beliefs reached 
an ugly crescendo at San Francisco State University this week. 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/riley-gaines-and-the-return-of-the-medieval-
witch-hunt/ 

 

Rex Murphy: The Attack on Riley Gaines Shows 
Just How Far Things Have Sunk 

There is nothing in the current round of many idiocies that matches the 
idiocy of pretending, or obliging, or acceding to the demented claim that 
someone with a penis and testicles, hairy legs, and a deep voice is a 
woman because he says so. And that it allows that man to don female 
attire, undress in female locker rooms, and compete against females, and 
thereby rob them of honest competition with members of their own sex. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/rex-murphy-the-attack-on-riley-gaines-
shows-just-how-far-things-have-sunk_5183412.html 
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More Republicans, Country Stars Join the Fight to 
Boycott Bud Light After Transgender Deal 

The beer company faces harsh criticism for partnering with Mulvaney for a 
lucrative deal that further pushes the extreme Left's radical 
agenda. Country music star John Rich and GOP presidential candidate 
Vivek Ramaswamy are the latest to fight against the company's woke 
message. "What beer should my bar @rnrbarnash in Nashville replace 
#BudLight with?" Rich tweeted the same day fellow country star Travis 
Tritt announced his plans to part ways with Anheuser-Busch products. "I 
will be deleting all Anheuser-Busch products from my tour hospitality rider. 
I know many other artists doing the same," Tritt tweeted.  

https://townhall.com//tipsheet/saraharnold/2023/04/08/more-republicans-

country-stars-join-the-fight-to-boycott-bud-light-after-transgender-deal-

n2621698 

 

United States 
Let the House hearings on the false ‘insurrection’ of 
Jan. 6 begin 
 
And now comes strong indications from one of the political trials taking 
place in the nation's capital that Jan. 6 was a put-up job, orchestrated by 
the leftist enemies of democratic government.   Consider how Jan. 6 was 
put to use by the Pelosis, the Schumers, even the McConnells -- to destroy 
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for good and all the political future of Donald J Trump and his MAGA 
reform movement. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/04/let_the_house_hearings_o
n_the_false_insurrection_of_jan_6_begin.html 

Tourist Terror Turns Ten 

April 15 will mark ten years since Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev 
targeted the Boston Marathon with explosive devices that killed Lingzi Lu, 
23, Krystle Campbell, 29, and Martin Richard, only eight years old.  The 
powerful pressure-cooker bombs also wounded more than 250 at the 
crowded annual event. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/tourist-terror-turns-ten/ 

Judge Jeanine Pirro Slams Boston Bombers Jihad 
Mom – she nails it! 
 
Judge Jeanine Pirro slams the Jihadi mother of the Boston bombers, as she 
exposes the facts that are being brought to light behind the terrorist attack 
in the Boston Marathon.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wre5n7CzLWw 

18,000 cows killed in explosion, fire at Texas dairy 
farm may be largest cattle killing ever 

The fire spread quickly through the holding pens, where thousands of dairy 
cows crowded together waiting to be milked, trapped in deadly 
confines. After subduing the fire at the west Texas dairy farm Monday 
evening, officials were stunned at the scale of livestock death left behind: 
18,000 head of cattle perished in the fire at the South Fork Dairy farm near 
Dimmitt, Texas – or about 20% of the cattle slaughtered in America on any 
given day.  The cause of the fire is under investigation.  

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2023/04/13/18-000-cows-

killed-dairy-farm-fire-dimmitt-texas-what-know/11651207002/ 

Coup 53: The Story of How Operation Ajax Killed a 
Nascent Iranian Democracy 

Playing the game of What if…? with history is usually futile. But sometimes 
it yields valuable lessons. For instance, What if the CIA and MI6 had not 
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orchestrated the overthrow of Iranian prime minister Mohammad 
Mosaddegh in 1953? Consider one possibility – that Iran might have 
become a bastion of democracy and not what it is today, a threat to the 
interests of the U.S. and its allies and the biggest cause of instability in the 
Middle East. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/04/coup_53_the_story_of_
how_operation_ajax_killed_a_nascent_iranian_democracy.html 

The Glazov Gang: Who Killed DHS Whistleblower 

Phil Haney? 

This new Glazov Gang episode features Leo Hohmann, a veteran 
investigative reporter and author whose book Stealth Invasion is now 
banned by Amazon. Order it at BarnesAndNoble.com. Visit Leo 
at LeoHohmann.com. Leo discusses Who Killed DHS Whistleblower Phil 
Haney?, reflecting on the question: Will there ever be a real investigation? 

https://jamieglazov.com/2023/04/13/glazov-gang-who-killed-dhs-
whistleblower-phil-haney/ 

Australia urges U.S. to drop espionage case against 
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange 

The letter, published on the fourth anniversary of Mr. Assange’s arrest, 
coincides with a similar push by British MPs, mostly opposition lawmakers. 
They also urged Mr. Garland to “take a stance to uphold the First 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and drop the extradition proceedings 
to allow Mr. Assange to return home to Australia.” Mr. Assange has been 
confined in Belmarsh, a category A prison, in London since April 2019. This 
is the same prison where Tommy Robinson was incarcerated. 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/world/article-julian-assange-wikileaks-
us-espionage/ 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Announces 2024 
Presidential Bid 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., best known for his positions on environmental law 
and vaccine safety, filed the paperwork to run in the 2024 race for 
president of the United States on April 5. He filed as a Democrat. 

“America is enduring an apocalyptic tribal polarization more toxic and 
dangerous than any time since the Civil War,” Kennedy told The Epoch 
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Times exclusively following the filing of the paperwork. “And while 
Democrats battle Republicans, elites are strip-mining our middle class, 
poisoning our children, and commoditizing our landscapes. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/robert-f-kennedy-jr-announces-2024-
presidential-bid_5175321.html 

The Point of No Return 
 
Alvin Bragg, lest it go unstated, is the same George Soros-funded “reform 
prosecutor” who has overseen a 22 percent year-over-year increase in New 
York City’s crime rate, even as he has downgraded a whopping 52 percent 
of felonies to misdemeanors. In the Big Apple, homicides are spiking, illegal 
guns are everywhere, single women are afraid to walk the streets of 
Manhattan alone, and commuters are terrified to ride the subway lest 
insane homeless persons push them into oncoming trains.  

https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-point-of-no-return_5180261.html 

Democrats Seek to Remove the only Black Male 
from the Supreme Court 
 
There is an additional irony to this story too delicious to ignore, namely, 
that Comrade  AOC is herself currently facing a House ethics 
investigation over gifts she took for the Met Gala. Comrade AOC wore a 
striking white dress with blood-red “Tax the Rich” lettering on the back but 
she only paid the designer after the House Ethics Office asked the 
congresswoman’s office about the garment.  Her Eminence was also given 
“a handbag, shoes, jewellery, makeup, transportation, and ready-room 
services that she didn’t initially disclose. The tickets to the event 
were $30,000 each.  Her fiancé was also given gifts.  Needless to say, 
however, none of this is any problem for the same reason cited earlier, 
namely, that she is a Democrat and, in addition, because, as a socialist, 
she needs to get used to being given free stuff produced by somebody 
else.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/04/democrats_seek_to_re
move_the_only_black_male_from_the_supreme_court.html 
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Other Articles 
World Health Organization is sexualizing children 

They are coming for our children. Openly, but for the moment obscurely, 
UN health bureaucrats are pushing the sexualization of young children. It 
starts (naturally) with the children of Europe, where organized religion is 
weakest, but the sponsor’s name is the WHO, which stands for 
The World health Organization, so you can be sure that our children are 
not going to escape this push. The time to shine light on this sexualization 
of children is now, before more innocent lives are wrecked with premature 
sexuality. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/04/world_health_organizatio
n_is_sexualizing_children.html 

Ladies, it's time to speak up 
 
To paraphrase Martin Luther King, “A woman dies when she refuses to 
stand up for that which is right. A woman dies when she refuses to stand 
up for justice. A woman dies when she refuses to take a stand for that 
which is true."  Where are the voices of the Me Too movement, the voices 
of NOW, the fevered voices of the many feminist movements to this 
attack?  They are all silent.  How can these organizations pretend to 
represent the values of women and allow such things to continue without a 
peep of protest.  
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/04/ladies_its_time_to_speak_
up.html 
 

Forget 1939; Think 1914 

We see institutions that dominated our world since the end of the Second 
World War eroding and collapsing. What will replace them is unclear, but 
the journey ahead will be treacherous. And don’t count on cooler heads to 
save us. Look at the world stage; where do you see cooler heads in the 
ascendance? Forget comparisons to 1939, today’s world looks a lot more 
like 1914. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/forget-1939-think-1914 
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You Tubes & Podcasts 
Vera Sharav's Historic Nuremberg Speech: 
Eugenics Then and Now – Highly recommended 

On the 75th anniversary of the Nuremberg Doctor’s Trial, holocaust 
survivor Vera Sharav warned of the myriad parallels between our world 
today and the one she barely escaped. Here is our illustrated version of her 
historic speech. 

https://rumble.com/v2htkfq-vera-sharavs-historic-nuremberg-speech-
eugenics-then-and-now.html 

Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice 
(by Margaret Anna Alice; Read by Dr. Tess Lawrie) 
 
I am profoundly honored to share Dr. Tess Lawrie’s exquisitely poignant 
reading of my “Mistakes Were Not Made: Anthem for Justice” poem. It was 
masterfully filmed by Mark Lawrie, director of “A Letter to Dr Andrew Hill,” 
my #1 red-pilling video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueUXNL-A3Zg 

 

Evil thrives on apathy and cannot exist without it. 
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